“Ghosts leave their vestigial traces all over
your work. Once they have decided to haunt
you, that is. These ectoplasmic moments
litter your work for years. They are both the
veil and the revelation, the thing that leads
you to the cusp of the transformational. I call
these ectoplasmic moments avataric
manifestations.”
Chris Abani

“All artists, writers among
them, have several
stories--one might call
them creation myths--that
haunt and obsess them.”
Edwidge Danticat

Writing the Ghosts that Haunt
a craft talk and generative writing class
Do you have stories that you circle around to again and again? Do you
want to write stories about your life but can’t find the audacity or
don’t know where to start? Do you need help tapping into your
reserves, and mining for the deeper stories and your deepest feelings?
Vanessa Mártir, a renowned workshop leader and storyteller, has
delved into the darkest places of her life to find the brightest lights
and will help you do the same in this craft talk and generative class.

The Details

Writing the Ghosts that Haunt:
What participants will get out of “Writing the
Ghosts that Haunt”:
An understanding of why their stories
are important and necessary.
They will compile a list of stories they
can dig into.
They will begin to write at least one of
the personal stories from the list.
They will begin to add sensory details
to the story they select.
They will zero in on and develop a
scene in the story.

About Vanessa Martir
Mártir is the creator of the Writing Our Lives
Workshop and the #52essays2017 challenge. She
is a five-time VONA/Voices and two-time Tin
House fellow. Vanessa has served as guest editor
of Aster(ix) Journal and The James Franco
Review, and her essays and fiction have appeared
in The Butter, Poets & Writers Magazine, Kweli
Journal, As/Us Journal, and the VONA/Voices
Anthology, Dismantle, among others. She is
currently completing her memoir, A Dim Capacity
for Wings, and chronicles the journey on her blog.
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